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Abstract 
The vast majority of children aged 2-12 in China seldom have safety consciousness. They are lack of the risk prevention knowledge. The 
children shouldn’t be allowed to take the elevator alone. However, in the real life, the young children are very interested in taking 
elevators as a kind of game. Few people or educational organizations pay close attention to the study of the elevator safety warning 
system, especially the warning pictures, which are taken as a very efficient way to prevent the potential risks. In this article, China’s 
elevator safety publicity system and the different elevator manufacturers’ designs are introduced. Because of the public utilities, the 
concept to carry out uniform standards in elevator safety warning is proposed. Propaganda target, picture warning content, warning way, 
and intensity of color are defined. To enact a consistent standard, the principles of scientific elevator safety warning pictures’ system, 
combination of universality and particularity and color and pattern and text should be followed. 
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1. Introduction 
With the continuing development of social economy and living standard, the elevator has become an absolutely necessity 
in urbanites’ life. However, the accident rate of elevator has been growing rapidly with the steep rising of elevator number 
in China. A great proportion of these accidents are caused by curious children without self-control ability. The vast majority 
of children aged 2-12 in China seldom have much safety consciousness and respectively precaution knowledge towards the 
possible dangers in life. It has been a social consensus that children cannot take the elevator alone. It is so emphasized here 
because they are quite young and naughty by nature. They like to play dangerous games even some mischiefs. Once they 
wait for the elevator alone, he or she would like to press the buttons to pause the lift car by mistake; when the child is alone 
in the car, they would like to touch everything in which they would be interested; at the moment of getting in or out of the 
car, they would intentionally take action quite slowly to watch the car’s response; and when taking the escalator, they would 
probably put his or her hand everywhere. All these above situation may cause potential safety hazard. Therefore, on the one 
hand, the adults should take the responsibility as the children’s guardians to prevent children taking elevator or escalator 
(hereinafter called elevator) alone; on the other hand, for the development of children’s self-protecting consciousness, when 
taking elevator with their children, the adults should teach them the safety knowledge together with the security alert sign of 
elevator.    
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2.  Lack of the security alert sign of elevator in the present standard of public graphical signs 
The sign is a notice that is publicly displayed giving information or instructions in a written or symbolic form.  The sign 
has extensive using fields, not only symbols of pictures, but also marks to express words, numbers, direction indicators, etc. 
In a narrow sense, the concept of sign system could be divided into two parts, one is the graphic symbols to indicate 
direction and area, and the other is the expressive forms of symbols in environmental space. In a broad sense, the sign 
system is all the visual symbols and expressive forms which are used to describe space. So, all the symbols that are used to 
regulate the normal operation of social areas can be taken as a part of sign system. 
Through the application of scientific and reasonable methods of technology and arts as well as the research of 
practicability and efficiency, the purpose of sign system is to create the environmental visual discriminating system with 
powerful function to satisfy people’s behavioral and mental need in circumstance by utilizing the space in environmental 
sight to the utmost. Generally, signs can be divided into two types- directive signs and symbolic signs. Directive signs 
possess the function of guidance and symbolic signs are mainly distinctive visual marks. At present, signs include following 
several types: (1) directive signs, which are used to express the object itself and record the name of objects, also called 
appellative signs; (2) instructive signs, which are used to take the users to specific target or direction, most appeared in the 
ways of lines,  cable markers and arrows; (3) orientated sign, which are used to show the relative relationships, unitary 
condition and correlative facilities in the environment and buildings in the way of planar graph and geographical map; (4) 
illustrative sign, which are used to illustrate the main content, operating methods, correlative standard, activities content and 
forecasts; (5) regulatory sign, with the function of keeping security and order,  which are used to remind, prohibit or manage 
the standard or criterion of usage. 
There are 54 items of correlative criterion in China’s public graphic signs, including 45 items of national standards and 9 
items of industrial standards. Generally, these 54 items public graphic signs criterion can be divided into 5 types:  general 
and security; urban transport; public service; commerce and entertainment; and the others. In the entire public graphic sign 
criterion, only the graphical definition of elevator is prescribed: escalator and elevator or lift (see Fig1 and Fig 2), but not 
the graphical language standard of taking elevator from the angel of security.    
 
                         
Fig.1. Escalator                           Fig.2.Elevator; Lift 
   
The alert sign of elevator security should be one of the important parts of public security graphical signs. The usage, 
location, correct taking method, security protection and long-term security education should be expressed by pictures, colors, 
words or their combination in distinctive signs to be markers that prompt and direct people’s action according to 
respectively types of groups.  
3. The significance of the research of security alert sign standards of elevator  
With the increasing speed of urbanization, the elevator brings convenience to people’s life as well as growing danger 
caused by unsafe usage. However, government hasn’t yet set up uniform obligatory requirement about the products which 
provide public service such as elevator. Moreover, as a special carrier, the elevator provides safe service in the process of 
mechanical movement. There are so many factors such as property right of the elevator, outsourcing of the maintenance 
service and safe-taking by customers involved in the simple usage. These factors lead to complex relationship between 
consumers and providers of safe service. The responsibility problems caused by elevator accidents gradually become 
general social problems. Therefore, in the consumption process of safe service, it could be an effective important method to 
decrease accidental dispute that to make the users be aware of the inherent and potential danger when taking the safe service 
through sufficient alert signs.    
To paste the safe alert signs of using elevator has become the self-action of famous elevator manufacturers. Taking the 
examples of safe alert sign of “children take elevators under  adults’ wardship”,  writers made visits to shopping malls, 
hotels, supermarkets, elevator manufacturers and maintainers and found out four kinds of various alert signs with high 
using-frequency.(showed in the Fig 3). 
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(a)                                     (b) 
              
(c)                                   (d) 
                Fig.3. Examples of safe alert sign of “Children take elevators under adults’ wardship” 
 
All these four alert signs show the same implication with various graphic expression and alert effectiveness: (a) and (b) 
adopt the standard diagram of people and the direct graphic representation of elevator. Both of these two alert signs 
emphasize the importance of adult’s wardship towards their children in the process of taking elevator only with the 
difference chromatic aberration of people and elevator. The alert sign (c) directly adopts the standard diagram of escalator. 
Both (c) and (d) puts more emphasis on the promoting role of annotation language. They lay stress on the safe alert to the 
adults who are taking care of children and try to achieve the purpose of security through prescribing adult’s action.  
4. The research of alert sign system standards of elevator security 
4.1 Objects of alert sign of elevator security 
The role of security alert sign is to warm and remind people of the danger in surrounding environment and to prevent 
accident. If the security alert sign is not obvious, people will not be aware of the optional settings. As an elevator product to 
provide public security service to the people, the alert sign of elevator security system offers an illustration of possible 
dangers during the process of operation and prevention way. 
The targeted people of the alert sign of elevator security could be divided into three categories according to people’s self 
protection consciousness. The first kind is the kids who basically have no security consciousness. The second kind is the 
adults who have the security consciousness of hidden danger and can independently determine the potential danger. The 
third kinds are the adults who take the responsibility of wardship of their kids mentioned in the first category. 
4.2 Contents, methods and intensity of elevator alert sign 
Reasonable content of elevator alert sign should contain instruction of potential unsafe behavior and indication of safe 
using methods. It is necessary to have accurate and vivid graphical signs and written language in the elevator alert, and the 
signs and words should be brilliant, clear, easy and detailed. The elevator alert sign is different from general instructions. At 
first, the function of elevator alert sign is to warm people of the potential danger caused by incorrect behavior in the process 
of usage. Second, the elevator alert sign adopt static logo to warn the instantaneous dynamic behavior. Therefore, the 
expressive way of elevator alert sign must be proper reasonable, and in direct proportion to potential risk. That is, the 
greater the risk, the more highlighted and obvious the position of alert sign should be. The intensity of elevator alert sign  
must be commensurate with the risk of products. 
According to the correct using method of escalator and automatic sidewalk: 
Fasten the shoelaces before taking an elevator and pay attention to loose and long clothes (such as long skirt, dress, etc.) 
in case of being caught by step edge, comb plate, skirt panel or inner deck. 
At the entrance of the elevator or moving sidewalk, passengers should stand in a queue and do not push and shove each 
other, especially when there are senior citizens, children and people with weak sight. 
When passengers are at the entrance of the escalator and step on the stair landing, one should take their foot away from 
the edge and stand in the alert safety range of step board with yellow borders. Do not step on the intersection of two stairs, 
in case of falling down when the stair runs to an incline section and forms altitude  differences between these two stairs. 
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When taking an escalator or moving sidewalk, please do not make shoes or clothes touch the glass or skirt panel or inner 
deck at the bottom of metal interior paneling so that to avoid physical injury for being dragged by the moving escalator 
stairs. 
One should face the moving direction of the escalator stairs and put one hand on the armrest in case of tumbling by 
emergency stop or accidents such as other people’s pushing and shoving. Please adjust the position of hands if the armrest is 
non synchronous with the escalator operation by malfunction. 
At the exit of the escalator or moving sidewalk, passengers should step forward quickly with the moving stairs, across the 
comb plate and stop over the front plant in case of being tripped or shoes being nipped. 
Please do not stay at the exit so as not to block up other passengers’ arrival. 
The writers has designed three groups of contrast pictures, and made a survey about the association relationship between 
grades of kids and the emphasis of security alert sign by investigating 655 kids from three kindergartens of senior, middle 
and junior grades .The data of this survey is showed in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. the distribution list about the investigation of association relationship between consciousness of kids and the emphasis of security alert sign 
Association Junior Middle Senior Total  
the fill color has influence on implication 65 105 61 231 
different meanings between  forbidden  signs with slash and  fork 95 82 46 223 
the size has influence on  alert effects 120 56 25 201 
Total  280 243 132 655 
 
The comparison diagram of this survey is showed in Fig.4. 
To inspect these survey data in Tab 2 with
2F  and to make the calculation via contingency table 
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In the formula, 0f  stands for investigated times of each case of association and ef stands for the corresponding 
theoretical or expected times of every practical investigated time. 
Among these survey data, the investigated times of junior grade kids who believe that “the fill color has influence on 
implication” in Picture 4 (a) are 65, then the corresponding theoretical times are 99
655
231280  u  , namely  the theoretical 
number of junior grade kids who believe that “the fill color of alert signs has influence on the alert implication” is 99. 
Therefore, the theoretical investigated times could be calculated by analogy and showed in Table 2. 
Table2. the corresponding investigated times table of Tab 1 
Association Junior Middle Senior 
the fill color has influence on implication 99 86 46 
different meanings between  forbidden  signs with slash and  fork 95 83 45 
the size has influence on  alert effects 86 75 40 
 
 
  ˄a˅   ˄b˅    ˄c˅ 
Fig.4.Illustration :(a) Choices for the first association of “the fill color has influence on implication or not” in investigation; (b)Choices for the second 
association of “whether there are different meanings between forbidden signs with slash and fork or not” in investigation; (c)Choices for the third 
association of “the size has influence on alert affect or not” in investigation 
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And to make the calculation according to the above formula,  
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Then to determine the degree of freedom and significance level, the degree of freedom: 
 
                                                                 4131311    crdf                                                          (3) 
 
And to suppose the significance 05.0 P  , the corresponding critical value is 9.49 when degree of freedom is 4 and 
significance is 0.05 by inquiring the distribution table of
2F . 
For 49.947.442 ! F , there is 95% determinacy to explode the hypothesis of none association relationship between 
the security consciousness of kids with various ages and the fill color, the expressive forms and the size of alert signs. 
Therefore, the conclusion that these two factors are relevant could be comprehended. 
5. The research of alert sign system standards of elevator security 
5.1 Characters for publicity in security alerts 
Characters for publicity in security alerts are defined according to the time of passengers waiting for and taking the 
elevator, and only for passenger elevators in high-rise buildings. As partial elements of visual image of security alerts, the 
choice of characters should focus on refining and popular language as well as readable and instructive security alerts. The 
font should be selected according to feature of specificity and the design of character style must insist upon the way of 
serious and dignified positioning. Meanwhile, the Chinese words in the sign should not be too many. If there are both 
characters and graphics co-existing in one security alert, the harmony and unity of characters and graphics should be more 
emphasized. 
5.2 Graphics for publicity in security alerts 
The graphics of elevator security is a kind visual language with special purpose to directly publicize elevator security 
information, concept and prevention by image and color. It could eliminate the differences of countries, languages and ages 
because it publicizes the special security by the common visual symbols of human.  In the process of designing the graphics 
of elevator security alerts, the effect of attention and the effect of reading should be emphasized. The effect of attention 
refers to that the security alert must availably attract readers’ attention by the visual effect of graphics. And the effect of 
reading refers to that popular, intuitive and unified graphical design could correctly express the theme of elevator security 
alerts and could make the passengers understand and accept the information of security alerts before taking elevator or in 
the process of taking elevator. 
The concrete graphics should possibly be adopted in the design. Because of the special pertinence of elevator security 
alerts, it is suggested to choose concrete graphics to keep to the point and by processing, refining and severe screening to 
sublimate the expressive force of concrete graphics as a kind of visual language for specific purposes. 
5.3 Colors for publicity in security alerts 
According to the result of these experiments, the color is an important part of various elements of the design of elevator 
security alert signs. It could create a kind of atmosphere and be a foil to the theme, so the color can intensify the visual 
impact of the whole picture and directly attract people’s attention and emotional response. On the other hand, it can reveal 
the theme of elevator security alert more deeply and intensify the strength of perception so as to make a deep impression on 
people. Therefore, in the process of designing the color of elevator security alert signs, it is suggested to view all elements 
as a whole and pay enough attention to the unification of color relations among these elements to form the key color which 
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could fully express the content of elevator security alert signs. Furthermore, the relationship among color brightness, color 
hue and color purity should be considered. 
In summary, with the consideration of the effect of elevator security supervision, the essay provides the sample graphs for 
security alert signs of passenger elevator doors as shown in Fig 5, and the sample graphs for security alert signs of escalator 
and moving sidewalk as shown in Fig 6. 
 
    
Fig.5.  Sample graphs for security alert signs of passenger elevator doors 
 
             
Fig.6.  Sample graphs for security alert signs of escalator and moving sidewalk 
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The normative and standard elevator security alert sign is one of the important symbols to judge the degree of urban 
civilization and plays a key role in improving public security in modern cities. The elevator security public signs could 
overcome the barriers of language, culture as well as age and can transmit the public information of safe usage directly and 
quickly in public places such as transportation hubs, airports, stations, hotels, department sores, supermarkets, scenic spots, 
parks and so on. Therefore, the elevator security public signs could effectively prevent safety misadventures by incorrect 
usage and further improve the urban functions so as to contribute to demonstration of the urban civilization. 
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